Date: 2 Nov 2016

Time: 16:00-17:00

NoteTaker: Shardul and Michael

Venue: Classroom 14
Speaker: G
 len

Attendance: Saza, Glen, Sara, Hebe, Stinson, Michael, Logan, Shardul, Avery, Brandon,
Sunny,Aditya, Timothy, Nirali (late)
Judiciary Representatives: Chief Justice Tee Zhuo, Jared Yeo
Absent: Izzah, Scott, Ana
Next meeting: 9 Nov 2016
Athletics

Budget

Brandon: There are three things that I would
like to discuss:
1) Taiwan: I felt that the planning for the
trip to Taiwan could have been better.
The trip was not very well organized.
Students were not given the free time
they were promised.
2) ICGs: There will be a meeting tonight to
ratify the ICG constitution. The
Athletics committee will actually plan
this event later. Furthermore, Julia
Chin ‘20 will act as co-representative in
the organising committee.
3) Lastly, the appreciation event for
athletics will be held on 21st November,
evening time.

Brandon will write
an email to Ling
(Athletics Director)
about how the
Taiwan trip could
have been more
effective.

Aditya: Stipend implementation proposal can
be found in the following document:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L-EiPy
_Cieays0yNJZG3mEGavh1mrtHLKR9auxuQk
NQ/edit

Consolidate the old
stipend proposal
with the new
stipend proposal by
tonight
(Aditya)

Aditya: Two things were added to the proposal
1) Transparency measures regarding
which students will receive the payment
2) Clarification on which administration

Brandon will meet
with Ling later this
week about the
timeline for
formation of the
athletics council.
Julia Chin to be
appointed as
co-representative
for the ICG
organising
committee.

Everyone- vote on
slack on the budget

department is going to fund this
stipend: The Office of Admission and
Financial Aid
The Student Council should now approve this
proposal so that it can be implemented. There
will be a separate document regarding the
application process for this stipend.
Glen: I personally believe that the wording of
the proposal could be improved, but the intent
of the document is sound.
Hebe: I am curious if the limit of 5 people
could be changed. If the maximum of 500 per
person will not be met, it will make sense that
individuals will not obtain 500 dollars. Where
would the leftover funds go?
Aditya: This is a possibility. However, we must
submit the document soon.
Tee: So, are you going to change the wording of
the document? When will the final document
be prepared because the judiciary members
will have to discuss this?
Glen: This document will be sent to the
judiciary after this is completed. I believe this
will be done by tomorrow. We are going to
work on this document and make sure that this
document will come out by tomorrow.
Additionally, in order to ratify these changes
we will have a vote on slack. This will be
completed tonight. Please, can everyone vote
on this.
Avery: Aditya, please consolidate the old
document with the new document.
Aditya: Yes Avery, I will consolidate the two
forms into one form. Furthermore, there are
some housekeeping matters. A form will be put
into the drive that will be submitted to the
Financial Aid Office. This form will be reviewed
every week.
A vote to enact the following stipend proposal

is conducted on Slack:
Yes:
No:
Events

Nirali: There is a Town Hall this Thursday,
6.30 pm regarding the Student Life Survey
Report. The Student Council hopes to address
student feedback and suggestions going
forward with this report at the meeting.

Proposal for
Retreat and Staff
Appreciation to be
presented next
meeting (Nirali)

Additionally, welfare pack for exams will be
completed by Michael given his duty as a
Director of Logistics.
Furthermore, the Student Council retreat will
be held in Singapore where many activities will
be held. The tentative dates for this retreat will
be the 26th and 27th of Nov. However, final
details are still to be discussed.
External
Communications

Hebe: Do we, as a Student Council, want to
keep posting to all the RC pages on Facebook
to disseminate weekly updates and other
information pieces? Or should we continue to
use the main Facebook group? I believe the
former to be the preferable given the influx of
information constantly flowing through the
other page.
Saza: I agree that the information on the main
Facebook page is oftentimes overwhelming for
students. However, I believe posting the weekly
updates on the individual RC pages will
become a nuisance. The dissemination of this
information should be done on the Student
Council page specifically. If there are important
information that were in the weekly updates,
then I would find it appropriate for the updates
to be posted on the general YNC page.
Avery: As a note to Hebe, I have a feedback
from the students that they found your
facebook posts clever and funny. Continue the

The Student
Council will have
Stinson post
information on the
Saga RC page.
Hebe to post more
regularly on the
Government FB
page and onto
general YNC FB
page when
necessary

good work on the behalf of the Student
Council.
Student Life

Glen: The student life survey report came out
yesterday. If, as a member of Student Council,
you have not seen this, please make certain
that you do. Additionally, there will be a town
hall meeting with the student body tomorrow
at 6pm.
Sara: What Glen mentioned about the survey is
extremely important. This survey pertains to
all of the directors here. There are items in the
student life report that directorships should
engage with in order to complete your jobs
competently. Please look at the report here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B72vJ3bAxtf
XOWdDY1NpWGZtaGM/view

Everyone to read
student life report
Disseminate the
information about
the alcohol training
session (Sara)
Highlight the
important things
that need to be
taken note of for
each portfolio and
to present this next
meeting (Sara)

Saza: As a point of information, what will
happen in the Town Hall?
Sara: We will briefly summarize the report to
the interested members of the student body,
and we will ask for student feedback on the
report we complied.
Logistics

Michael: There are two pieces of information I
wish to share with the rest of you:
1) I obtained the DOS appreciation gifts
from Yankee Candle. These appreciate
gifts show how us, as a student body,
appreciate the help that DOS in a
tumultuous time for the College.
Additionally, I have submitted the
request of Payment form for these gift.
2) As for the welfare packs: I have emailed
all three college offices, inquiring if they
will create welfare pacts for the student
body. None of the them are planning on
packs to be sent to students, but
hopefully they can help in the creation
of these packs.

Write a proposal
about the welfare
packs (Michael &
Avery)

Liaisons

Glen: The Student Council is moving forward
with a discussion with Dennis, who is the head

Town Hall about
the Infrastructure

of Infrastructure. The Government will call a
town hall to explain to the curious student
body the role of the Infrastructure Department.

Department to be
conducted by
Brandon

Avery: Regarding other topics: Clare, the PA,
believes the crest is something worth pursuing.
I will meet with her in order to establish the
rough guidelines for the crest. There will be
further updates on this next week.

Avery to complete
crest followup with
PA

Saza: Regarding reimbursement, CIPE and
Financial Aid discussed reimbursement with
me yesterday. Essentially they claimed the
process of reimbursement will take three weeks
normally. The process is completed like this:
when you submit your claims to CIPE it will
stay in CIPE for a week, Yale-NUS finance for a
week and NUS finance for a week.
Glen: Regarding the AC at the MPH: the school
is attempting to move around the Green Mark
system while having the MPH being cold.

Saza is to send in a
paragraph about
reimbursement to
the student body.

